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                        Development

                        We build blockchains

                        
                            Whether you need a powerful, scalable, and super-advanced blockchain or a blockchain that fits 
                            your minimal needs (not everything has to be complicated..), we are here to build your custom blockchain. 
                            We have experience, specialised personnel, and the unique skillset needed to move you into the future.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Tokens

                        Smart Contracts are the future

                        
                            A smart contract consists of a predefined set of rules and functionalities to limit the risk of errors. 
                            You're able to create a number of tokens inside a smart contract or let a number of people sign to verify a chain of command. 
                            The possibilities are endless.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Custom APIs

                        Application Programming Interfaces

                        
                            APIs make integrating blockchain into existing software so simple. 
                            Professional software developers follow a set of guidelines for creating APIs so other developers can 
                            easily utilize functionalities without having to dig into hundreds of pages with technical documentation.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        Consultancy

                        Deploy the right solution

                        
                            The question of how a token fits into your business model is not always an easy question to answer. 
                            We have years of experience in applying tokenomics to existing business models. We can help you to be ready for the future.
                        

                        Get Started
                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        $OXY Token

                        Share our Success

                        
                            The same expertise in tokenization that allows us to advise our clients also enabled us to tokenize our own company profits. 
                            The $OXY token is our own ETH -based token, and by holding it, you share in our company profits. 
                            Minted and maintained by Stichting Token Factory, a non-profit institute in the Netherlands.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        At Oxycoin we aim to marry the classical financial system with blockchain.

                        
                            Don’t get rid of your current system. 
                            Marry it with the new technologies that are empowering businesses around the world to stay connected and share information in a safer, smarter way. 
                            We understand that a combination of new and old is what will build the future.
                        

                        Contact us to start your solution
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